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Abstract

The recent emergence of multi-drug resistant bacteria has rendered many common antibiotics ineffective and therefore novel drugs are needed. Antimicrobial peptides have proven applicable in this aspect as they can form self-assembled pore structures in the lipid bilayer of bacterial cells. The exact pore formation is shrouded in controversy and largely unknown as it is difficult to determine empirically. The development of coarse grain force fields in molecular dynamic simulations enables longer timescales and extended simulation systems. This allows for the simulation of lipid bilayer self-assembly and bilayer-antimicrobial peptide interactions. The present work focuses on the antimicrobial peptide, melittin, induced pore formation and is aimed towards determining the mechanism and pore structure.
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1 Introduction

The emergence of multi-drug resistant (MDR) bacteria has made treatment of bacterial infections increasingly difficult. The World Health Organization predicts that approximately 35 million humans will die in the years 2000 to
2020, as a result of MDR tuberculosis alone [1]. Furthermore, the Infectious Disease Society of America has estimated that above 70% of all bacteria that cause deadly infections are likely to develop resistance towards at least one common antibiotic [2].

During the last decade, research on antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) has attracted an increasing amount of interest. AMPs are part of the innate immune system inherent to all eucaryotic organisms and are believed to target the lipid bilayer of cells. Consequently bacteria are unable to develop resistance against this class of molecules [3]. It is believed that the antimicrobial activity of most AMPs arises from their ability to form self-assembled pore structures in lipid bilayers, which inevitably leads to the diffusion of cell content out of the organisms [3]. However, probing the self-assembled AMP-lipid bilayer structure is inherently difficult, as it requires sensitive measurements of chemical and structural changes. Therefore the exact mode of action remains controversial. As of today three models are commonly accepted and highly debated: The carpet, toroidal and barrel-stave pore model (Figure 1) [4, 5].

Melittin (MLT), which constitutes the main component of the poison from the european honey bee (Apis mellifera), is one of the best studied AMPs as of today [6, 8]. It is a 26 residue long cationic peptide with the sequence [GIGAVLKVLTGLPALISWIKRKRQQ] [6, 8]. Indications that MLT induces pore formation according to the mechanism of all three models have been reported, but presently support for the toroidal pore model is predominant [9–14]. While in solution MLT is essentially unstructured, but upon binding to a lipid bilayer it adopts an α-helical structure. The α-helix is disrupted in the middle by a proline residue inducing a kink in the helix [6,7]. The bending angle of the kink has been studied under several conditions. The main results of these studies are listed in Table 1. The bending angles are significant as they indicate how MLT molecules are oriented with regards to the lipid bilayer normal.

The orientation of MLT relative to the lipid bilayer surface normal has been studied intensively. These studies revealed that the orientation of MLT peptides depends on numerous experimental factors such as the MLT/lipid ratio, bilayer composition, hydration level of the lipid bilayer and phase state of the lipids [7, 19]. Most reports only distinguish between the general orientations, parallel or perpendicular, but in a recent study a distribution function of the MLT orientation in a DPPG bilayer was deduced based on sum frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy [20]. Two maxima around 6° and 100° with respect to the bilayer surface normal (26.3 % parallel and 73.7%
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Figure 1  (a) The carpet model where AMPs decompose the bilayer by forming an extensive carpet/layer on the surface, which causes enough tension to disrupt the bilayer. (b) The toroidal pore model where the bilayer is penetrated by the AMPs, which forms a hourglass shaped pore as the bilayer surface adopts a curvature. (c) The barrel-stave model where the bilayer is penetrated by the AMPs forming a pore but the lipids in the membrane retain their orientation of order. Inspired by [4].

perpendicular oriented) have been identified. Additionally, a stable pseudo-parallel orientation is possible, where one MLT terminal is located in the lipid head group area and the other in the acyl tail area [21].

The minimum number of required peptides to form a stable pore might also give indications of the pore type. A stable toroidal pore requires the least amount of AMPs, whereas the barrel-stave induced pore needs more AMPs to be stable and the carpet model requires the most AMPs to be effective. Based on these observations a minimum of 6-19 MLT molecules are required to induce
Table 1  Overview of selected studies and results of the MLT bending angle induced by the PRO-14 residue in different lipid structures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lipid Structure</th>
<th>Bending Angle of the Kink</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lyophilized DTPC bilayer</td>
<td>130° ± 9°</td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry or hydrated gel phase DTPC bilayer</td>
<td>142° ± 3°</td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPC micelles</td>
<td>126° ± 15°</td>
<td>[15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluid-phase DTPC multilayer</td>
<td>120° &lt; and close to 160°</td>
<td>[16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC vesicles</td>
<td>86° ± 34°</td>
<td>[17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLPC bilayer</td>
<td>126° ± 8°</td>
<td>[18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPPC bilayer</td>
<td>119° ± 6°</td>
<td>[18]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a transmembrane pore [22], which is supported by experimental results that 6–7 MLT peptides are sufficient to form a barrel-stave pore [9]. Contrary to that it has been suggested that 4 MLT molecules are sufficient [10, 11].

It has also been proposed that the pore size depends on the MLT/lipid ratio [7, 9, 19]. For this reason several pore diameters have been reported and are listed in Table 2.

For a barrel-stave pore the number of MLT molecules participating in a pore, n, can be estimated by the formula $n \approx \pi \left(\frac{d_p}{d_M} + 1\right)$, where $d_p$ and $d_M$ are the pore diameter and the average diameter of the helices of MLT ($\approx 1.2\, nm$), respectively [22]. Applying the formula to the smallest pore diameter reported (1 nm), assuming a barrel-stave pore, the minimum number of MLT peptides to participate in the pore is $\sim 6$. As pores consisting of 4 MLT peptides have been reported earlier, this may be an indication for toroidal pores [10, 11].

Despite all the experiments devoted to determine the self-assembled MLT/lipid pore structure, the true mode of action still remains unknown. Support for either of the three models may be found in literature, but many studies indicate that MLT acts in a detergent like method at high MLT/lipid ratios, whereas pores conforming to the toroidal model are observed at lower ratios [9–14].

Several studies have applied molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to investigate the interaction of MLT and a lipid bilayer. Due to the high

Table 2  Overview of selected studies and results of the pore diameter induced by MLT molecules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pore Diameter</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.3 – 2.4 nm</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 – 6.0 nm</td>
<td>[23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5 – 3.0 nm</td>
<td>[24]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
complexity of the system, the simulations are often restricted to short time scales that does not allow for the actual self-assembly to be monitored. To overcome this, MLT simulations are often initialized with the MLT peptides embedded into the lipid bilayer, assuming some initial conformation of the pore. An example of this was conducted with four MLT molecules initially embedded in the POPC lipid bilayer and a pore formation process was monitored [22]. In another study a series of MD simulations were conducted were the MLT/lipid bilayer configuration was initially manipulated to match a toroidal or barrel-stave pore [25]. These simulations revealed that the toroidal pores consisting of MLT tetramers remained stable, while the barrel-stave pores were reshaped into toroidal pores. Investigations of the changes in the $\alpha$-helix kink angle and secondary structure of a single MLT molecule in different environments, water, methanol and in a DMPC lipid bilayer has also been studied with MD simulations [26]. Furthermore, in a series of MD simulations, several spontaneously induced pore formations in DPPC lipid bilayers above a critical MLT/lipid ratio of 1/64 [12] have been observed. The shape of the pores were found to be disordered toroidal pores, as few MLT molecules were oriented parallel to the bilayer surface normal, while the rest were located close to the pore entrance in a perpendicular fashion.

Recent advances in the development of coarse-grained (CG) force fields (MARTINI [27]), have rapidly extended the achievable simulation time for large complex systems. This has been achieved by combining a maximum of four atoms into one pseudo-atom with the united properties of the combined atoms and thereby reducing significantly the number of interactions to be calculated in the simulation [27]. As the force field has been meticulously parameterized for lipids and peptides to fit experimental data, it is well suited for the study of MLT-lipid bilayer interactions from dissolved MLT peptides, to first contact with the lipid bilayer and to the final stable pore.

A restrictions of the MARTINI force field is that the secondary structure of proteins and peptides cannot change during the simulation and some structural details are lost during the coarse grain mapping.

2 Methods

2.1 Simulation Conditions

A MD simulation with 6 MLT molecules was performed using the GROMACS suite of programs (v.4.5.3) [28] and the MARTINI force field (v.2.1) [27]. Periodic boundary conditions (PBC) were applied to a semiisobaric-isothermal
ensemble, coupled to a Berendsen temperature bath. The reference pressure and temperature were set to 1 bar and 323 K, respectively. Electrostatic interactions were calculated with the particle mesh Ewald algorithm, with a real space cut-off value of 1.2 nm. The MD simulation was run for 75 ns with 25 fs time-steps.

2.2 Initial Configuration

Starting from the crystal structure of MLT (pdb id: 2MLT) a single MLT molecule was transformed to CG with the awk script atom2cg (v.2.1) [28]. The secondary structure was determined with DSSP [29], which was needed for the script seq2itp.ssd [28] to produce a topology file for MLT.

The initial simulation box had dimensions of 70 Å × 70 Å × 140 Å (x × y × z), as to minimize the effects of long range electrostatic interactions through the PBC in z-direction. The respective number of MLT peptides were then placed at a distance of 1.2 nm from a pre-self-assembled lipid bilayer (located in the center and spanning the xy-plane) consisting of 128 dipalmitoylphosphatidylglycerol (DPPG) molecules. CG polarized water was added at all sterically allowed positions with no restrictions on quantity. Hence, water was also added to parts of the hydrophobic lipid bilayer core, which were removed manually in Pymol [30]. This left 4200 molecules in the system. The ensembles were energy minimized after each modification with a steepest descent algorithm using 100000 steps. However, as it was desired that all MLT peptides would have the same initial orientation, their positions were restrained during the minimization. To ensure a suitable initial simulation structure a short unrestrained minimization of 1000 steps was carried out.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Simulation Overview

The present simulation was performed with 6 MLT molecules, which is sufficient to form both a barrel-stave and toroidal pore. Hence we expect that given the simulation conditions both pores are possible. Evidently, the formed pore is a toroidal pore as lipid head groups participate in the shielding of the polar lipid acyl tails from water as is illustrated in the overview of the simulation in Figure 2. However, the model and estimations that 6 MLT molecules are sufficient to form a barrel-stave pore is based on the assumption that all peptides assume a transmembrane orientation, which was not the
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Figure 2  Time evolution of the ensemble with 6 MLT molecules from both a side view and a top view. For simplicity water molecules are not shown in the top view and MLT side chains are transparent. Water molecules are shown as red and white lines, lipid head groups as dark blue beads, lipid acyl tails as light blue and MLT molecules as orange.

case in the present simulation. Hence it cannot be ruled out that more MLT molecules would have resulted in a pore resembling a barrel-stave pore. The same phenomena, that some peptides assumed perpendicular orientations to the bilayer surface normal, has been reported in a recent FG simulation. [12]. Which is an indication that simulations do not strictly conform to one model.

The pore was formed very quickly after 875 ps of the simulation. Such a fast interaction is unusual but may in fact be a matter small molecular motions and the strong attractive electrostatic interactions between MLT and the bilayer. As not much simulation time is wasted on random molecular drift this aids in the relevance of this simulation since the simulation time is rather limited.

3.2 Spontaneous Pore Formation

Initial contact between MLT molecules and the lipid bilayer causes stress in the bilayer, which leads to water penetration into the bilayer core (Figure 2). This effect together with a proposed thinning effect of MLT on the lipid bilayer as described for other AMPs including alamethicin, magainin 2 and protegrin
may be the reason why MLT molecules are able of overcome the energy barrier for a hydrophilic MLT terminus to cross the hydrophobic bilayer core. In cases where MLT adopts a parallel orientation, the N-terminus always migrates through the bilayer core, while the C-terminus only cross the core if the peptide adopts a perpendicular orientation on the bilayer leaflet surface initially furthest away from the MLT molecules (Figure 3). This is to be expected since the N-terminus is quite hydrophobic, while the C-terminus is highly charged. In general another consequence, peptides that are perpendicular oriented have the C-terminus located close to the lipid head group/water interface, while the N-terminus is located closer to the acyl tail area (Figure 3a).

3.3 MLT Bending Angle

The MLT $\alpha$-helix bending angles induced by PRO-14 as a function of time were found to fluctuate around three states; $66^\circ \pm 10^\circ$, $100^\circ \pm 10^\circ$ and $140^\circ \pm 20^\circ$ (Figure 4).

A parallel MLT orientation (MLT2, MLT3 and MLT6) with respect to the lipid bilayer surface normal is associated with the $140^\circ \pm 20^\circ$ state. This is in very good agreement with earlier reported values, ranging from $119^\circ \pm 6^\circ$ to $160^\circ$ for different lipid bilayers. Furthermore, our results are comparable with MD simulations of POPC bilayers ($\sim 134^\circ \pm 20^\circ$) and DMPC bilayers ($\sim 134^\circ \pm 10^\circ$), where both started with an initial structure of four MLT molecules embedded in the respective bilayer [22, 25].

The perpendicular oriented MLT molecules (MLT4 and MLT5) assume $66^\circ \pm 10^\circ$ and $100^\circ \pm 10^\circ$ states. This can intuitively be understood as the parallel oriented peptides needs to be stretched in order to span the thickness of the bilayer, while perpendicular orientated peptides can be in a more relaxed folded state. In a NMR study where MLT had fused with PC vesicles, MLT molecules were orientated perpendicular due to a low peptide concentration. In this case small bending angles of $86^\circ \pm 34^\circ$ were observed, which is consistent with results in the present simulation [17]. Small bending angles for perpendicular oriented MLT molecules have also been observed in other MD simulations as well [34].

MLT1 has a special pseudo-parallel orientation with the C-terminus bound to one leaflet and the N-terminus bound to lipids participating in the pore wall, which has also been observed experimentally [21]. This allows for a rather flexible bending angle which remains stable in either the $66^\circ \pm 10^\circ$ or the $100^\circ \pm 10^\circ$ state.
Figure 3  \textit{z-trajectory} of lipid head groups (gray), N-terminus (solid colored line) and C-terminus (dashed colored line) of MLT normalized to the lipid bilayer surface as a function of time (the \textit{z-direction} relative to the simulation box is depicted in Figure 2). Black: MLT1, blue: MLT2, green: MLT3, red: MLT4, purple: MLT5 and orange: MLT6.
3.4 MLT Orientation with Respect to the Lipid Bilayer Surface Normal

The orientation of MLT with respect to a lipid bilayer surface normal is usually given by either the principal axis of the peptide helix or from the N-terminus to PRO-14 and from PRO-14 to the C-terminus as two individual segments axis (GLY1-PRO14 and PRO14-GLN26). In the present study both conventions are used in the investigation as they yield different insight.

In the present simulation, both perpendicular and parallel MLT molecules were observed (Figure 5). The tilt of the principal axis of the MLT helix with respect to the lipid bilayer surface normal was calculated as a function of time (Figure 6). MLT4 and MLT5 binds to the bilayer surface in a perpendicular orientation, tilted $79^\circ \pm 10^\circ$ and $106^\circ \pm 10^\circ$, respectively. They assume a U-shaped configuration with the middle section of the helix slightly buried in the hydrophobic bilayer core (Figure 5), which is similar to what has been observed in a similar MD simulation [34]. MLT2, MLT3 and MLT6 adopts a parallel transmembrane orientation with a tilt of $34^\circ \pm 26^\circ$. MLT1
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Figure 5  Snapshot of the simulation after 75 ns, where a self-assembled MLT/lipid pore has reached an equilibrium. Same color representation applies as in Figure 2, except water molecules in the bilayer core have been emphasized and lipids have been made transparent for clarity.

is distinguished from the other peptides as it has the special pseudo-parallel orientation.

A tilt shift distribution function of MLT in a DPPG bilayer has been deduced experimentally with SFG spectroscopy, where two local maxima at about 6° and 100° were located [20]. Furthermore, the population of parallel and perpendicular oriented MLT molecules was determined to 26.3% and 73.7%, respectively. This is in consensus with angle of perpendicular oriented MLT molecules found in the present study and MLT5 is very close to the local maximum. However, the transmembrane oriented peptides are slightly more tilted and we have a different orientation distribution than that found in the SFG study [20]. The discrepancy, may be explained, as only one bilayer leaflet was in contact with water in the SFG experiment. This might reduce the incentive for the hydrophilic MLT terminus to cross the polar bilayer core, which is required for MLT to take a parallel orientation. Additionally, the lipids in the opposite bilayer leaflet are restricted in their motion, due to the solid support on which the bilayer is suspended, the MLT peptides might be expected to
have difficulty with assuming a parallel orientation. Furthermore, it is known that the MLT/DPPG ratio influences the MLT orientation and that low ratios induce the perpendicular orientation [7, 19]. Since the MLT/DPPG ratio in this study was very high in comparison to the SFG experiment, it may also explain the higher amount of parallel oriented MLT molecules found in the present simulation.

The orientation of MLT molecules was also investigated by calculating the tilt of the N- and C-terminus $\alpha$-helix segments as a function of time (Figure 7). The two perpendicular MLT peptides (MLT4 and MLT5) have N- and C-terminus tilting angles in the range of $65^\circ \pm 15^\circ$. The N- and C-terminus tilting angles of the transmembrane MLT molecules (MLT2, MLT3 and MLT6) are $43^\circ \pm 31^\circ$. The large tilt fluctuation of the transmembrane MLT molecules, is found to be related to the independent orientation of the terminus $\alpha$-helix segments, as one segment may be parallel while the other might be perpendicular (Figure 7b). Furthermore, the pseudo-parallel peptide (MLT1) fluctuates between the two orientations, but during most of the simulation time it assumes a perpendicular orientation.
Figure 7  Tilt of the N- (solid colored line) and C-terminus (dashed colored line) helix segments as a function of time. Black: MLT1, blue: MLT2, green: MLT3, red: MLT4, purple: MLT5 and orange: MLT6.
**Table 3**  Overview of the individual MLT molecules general orientation and the relative tilting angle of the N- compared with the C-terminus α-helix segment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule #</th>
<th>General Orientation with Respect to Bilayer Normal</th>
<th>Relative Tilting Angle of N- to C-Terminal α-Helix Segment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MLT1</td>
<td>Pseudo-parallel</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLT2</td>
<td>Parallel</td>
<td>32.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLT3</td>
<td>Parallel</td>
<td>29.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLT4</td>
<td>Perpendicular</td>
<td>13.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLT5</td>
<td>Perpendicular</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLT6</td>
<td>Parallel</td>
<td>77.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, the N-terminal α-helix segments are more tilted with respect to the bilayer surface normal than the C-terminal segments over the 75ns long simulation period. However, this trend is less accentuated with perpendicular or pseudo-parallel oriented MLT molecules, than with parallel oriented MLT molecules (Table 3). This theoretical observation may form the basis for a novel experimental determination of AMP orientations in lipid bilayers.

### 3.5 Pore Size and Cross-section

The self-assembled pores are found to have an elliptical cross-section (Figure 2) with increasing diameters as a function of time (Figure 8). The small and large pore diameter reach equilibrium sizes of \( \sim 34.5 \, \text{Å} \) and \( \sim 49 \, \text{Å} \), respectively.

In a FG simulation study of four MLT molecules initially embedded in a POPC bilayer consisting of 200 lipids, an equilibrium pore size of 28-36 Å was reported [22]. This is similar to the present results when considering the differences in bilayer composition and number of MLT molecules.

Compared to experimental data, the size of the stable pore in the present simulation is in the high end of the measured range (10–60 Å). This may be explained by different lipid compositions and the fact that empirical experiments often include ions that may screen the repulsive electrostatic forces driving the pore expansion.

The ratio of large to small pore diameter as a function of time is found to converge towards 1.4 (Figure 9). Interestingly, the equilibrated pore from a FG MD simulation study also adopted an elliptical cross-section and with a simple examination of this illustrated pore structure, we measure a large to small pore diameter ratio of 1.3 [22]. Hence, we believe that a limited amount of peptides participating in a toroidal pore, will segregate into two major clusters. These repel each other due to intermolecular forces, causing
Figure 8  Size of the large (black) and small diameter (blue) of the MLT induced elliptical shaped pore as a function of time.

Figure 9  Large to small inner pore diameter ratio as a function of time.
an elliptical shaped pore with a constant large to small pore diameter ratio of \( \sim 1.4 \), depending on the lipid properties. If more MLT molecules participate in the pore formation, it is likely that more clusters are formed, leading to a more circular pore cross-section.

### 3.6 Water Permeability and Lipid Flip-Flopping

Until the equilibrium pore size has been reached, the permeability of water increases towards a stable number of \( \sim 380 \) CG molecules (Figure 10). This is in good agreement with result obtained in an atomistic MD simulation, where just above 400 water molecules entered a somewhat smaller pore [22]. However, as one CG water molecule in the MARTINI model corresponds to 4 FG water molecules there is a large discrepancy, which cannot be explained by lipid composition or the difference in size of the pore. Instead we believe it caused by the lack of a common convention to define the pore boundaries. In the present work, the two planes of the interfaces between the normal planar bilayer and water have been used as boundaries and all water molecules within this area were counted as inside the pore.

![Figure 10](image)

**Figure 10** Number of water molecules inside the pore as a function of time. The pore was considered to have a height of 25 Å.
As the pore size increases, the possibility for the MLT molecules to shield the lipid acyl tails from water diminishes. This is a possible explanation why lipid head groups participate in the pore wall in a coordinated fashion where they also flip-flop (Figure 3). In addition to supporting the pore wall, the lipid flip-flopping may also be an attempt to equalize the charge of the two bilayer leaflets, as MLT does not have the same net charge in each terminus. An indication of this, may be found in the nature of the flip-flopping as lipid head groups usually stay within the bilayer core for a short period of time before migrating to the opposite leaflet from where it originally came from. This could be interpreted as if the lipid position inside the pore was a intermediate configuration in order to facilitate a switch between bilayer leaflets.

3.7 Disordered Toroidal Pore

As the lipids reorient to shield the hydrophobic acyl tails from water in the self-assembled pore, the bilayer attain a positive curvature (Figure 11). This is the classical hourglass shape corresponding to a toroidal pore. However,
the pore is somewhat disordered compared to the ideal model as some MLT molecules are in a perpendicular orientation and the rest assists in the shielding of the lipid acyl tails from water exposure.

The same phenomenon was observed in a FG MD simulation, where only a few MLT molecules had a transmembrane orientation, while the rest aligned perpendicular along the entrance to the pore [12]. However, this is in contrast to the reported results from a CG MD simulation with the MARTINI force field using DPPC bilayers [34]. When MLT molecules were placed on both bilayer sides, very disordered pores were formed consisting only of U-shaped MLT molecules with the middle section pointing into the bilayer core. When MLT molecules where placed only on one leaflet they only observed micellization of the bilayer. Both observations may be described by the fact that the incitement for pore formation was diminished by neutralizing the transmembrane potential with ions, hence leaving only hydrophobic/hydrophilic interactions as the driving-force.

Another inconsistency of the stable pore in the present study compared to the classical toroidal pore model is that lipid head groups tend to be vacant in areas where transmembrane molecules participate in the pore wall, which is a barrel-stave model trait. For this reason the simulated pore conforms mainly to the toroidal pore but with traits from all three models.

4 Conclusion

AMPs have proven to be a possible solution towards treating MDR bacteria and other diseases, with several novel drugs emerging [36]. However, it is difficult empirically to acquire structural information on the mechanism of self-assembled pores induced by AMPs, hence challenges remain in designing and controlling the AMP specificity to target pathogens. As to demonstrate the value of computer simulations in this field, the interaction of 6 MLT molecules with a fully hydrated DPPG bilayer was examined in a CG MD simulation. A novel approach was applied where MLT molecules were initially placed in the water phase just away from the short range interaction of the bilayer which allows for several observations that provided new insight regarding the pore formation mechanism of AMPs in a lipid bilayer.

Pore formation was induced at a MLT/DPPG ratio of 6/128 which is within the range where pore formation occurs experimentally. The speed with which the pore assembled aided in reaching a equilibrated stable pore within the limited simulation time of 75 ns.
First contact between the MLT molecules and the bilayer caused sufficient stress for water to penetrate the bilayer. Besides electrostatic interactions, this may be a driving force for the pore formation as the terminus of some MLT molecules migrated to the other bilayer leaflet and adapted a transmembrane orientation. Other MLT molecules migrated to the opposite leaflet altogether but in all cases the least hydrophobic MLT terminus (N-terminus) was the first or only to migrate through the hydrophobic bilayer core.

In general, it was found that three MLT molecules were transmembrane oriented with respect to the bilayer surface normal, while two were parallel and the last had a special pseudo-parallel orientation, as was first empirically observed by Raghuraman and Chattopadhyay [21]. By investigating the orientation of the two helix segments separately, it was observed that over time the N-terminus helix segments were more tilted than the C-terminus helix segments. This tendency was much more pronounced with parallel than with perpendicular or pseudo-parallel oriented molecules. While few results have been reported on the tilting angle of perpendicular oriented MLT molecules, NMR results of parallel MLT molecules indicate that the N-terminus helix segment is more tilted than the C-terminus helix segment in DPPC and DMPC vesicles [18, 35].

The self-assembled pore was found to increase in diameter over time. As this expansion was driven by the repulsion of two MLT clusters the cross-section of the pore became elliptical and reached an equilibrium large and small diameter of $\sim 34.5$ Å and $\sim 49$ Å which is within the range of the empirically reported pore sizes [9, 23, 24]. The large to small diameter ratio was found to be rather stable over time at a ratio of 1.4, which is remarkably close to what was found in another MD simulated pore in a DPPC bilayer forming a pore with the ratio of 1.3 [22]. Therefore, we propose that when a limited amount of MLT molecules participate in a self-assembled pore, the cross-section becomes elliptical with a constant large to small diameter ratio.

During the simulation, some of the lipids reorient, giving the membrane a positive curvature to shield the hydrophobic lipid acyl tails from the water in the membrane core. This conforms with the toroidal pore model as the membrane remains intact and the curvature obtains an hour-glass shape. However, two discrepancies were observed as not all peptides were parallel oriented, a carpet model trait, and the lipid head groups were vacant in areas where transmembrane MLT molecules were present, a barrel-stave model trait. Hence, the simulated pore is a stable but disordered toroidal pore with features from both the carpet and barrel-stave model. For this reason we cannot rule
out that a distinct carpet or barrel-stave model behavior could occur at higher MLT concentrations.

One disadvantage of CG MD simulations is that proteins are unable to change secondary structure, which limits its use in aspects where this is important for the mechanism under study. For MLT, the secondary structure of the tetramer in aqueous solution has been solved to atomic resolution, which was suitable for our simulations as MLT is known to have a very similar structure when in contact with lipids [7].

What becomes evident from the present simulation, is that MLT does not strictly follow one of the AMP-bilayer interaction models, but is acting according to a hybrid model between the toroidal, barrel-stave and carpet model depending on the ratio of AMPs to lipids.
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